While a number of literature reviews have been published in recent times on the applications of optical fibre sensors in smart structures research, these have mainly focused on the use of conventional glass-based fibres. The availability of inexpensive, rugged, and large-core plastic-based optical fibres has resulted in growing interest amongst researchers in their use as low-cost sensors in a variety of areas including chemical sensing, biomedicine, and the measurement of a range of physical parameters. The sensing principles used in plastic optical fibres are often similar to those developed in glass-based fibres, but the advantages associated with plastic fibres render them attractive as an alternative to conventional glass fibres, and their ability to detect and measure physical parameters such as strain, stress, load, temperature, displacement, and pressure makes them suitable for structural health monitoring (SHM) applications. Increasingly their applications as sensors in the field of structural engineering are being studied and reported in literature. This article will provide a concise review of the applications of plastic optical fibre sensors for monitoring the integrity of engineering structures in the context of SHM.
Introduction
In recent years, structural health monitoring has attracted significant interest from academia, government agencies, and industries involved in a diverse field of disciplines including civil, marine, mechanical, military, aerospace, power generation, offshore and oil and gas. The aim of SHM is to detect damage initiation and subsequently monitor the development of this damage using structurally-integrated sensors in order to provide early warning and other useful information for successful intervention to preserve the structural integrity of the host. A number of commonly monitored parameters used for SHM applications include the detection or measurement of strain, load, displacement, impact, pH-level, moisture, crack width, vibration signatures, and presence of cracks.
Over the last two decades, optical fibre sensors have attracted substantial attention and shown to be capable of monitoring a wide range of physical measurands for SHM applications. The advantages of optical fibre sensing in engineering structures are well known and these include their insensitivity to electromagnetic radiation (especially in the vicinity of power generators in construction sites), being spark-free, intrinsically safe, non-conductive and lightweight, and also their suitability for embedding into structures. To date, a number of key optical fibre sensors have been reported and their applications for damage detection in composite structures are given in review articles elsewhere [1, 2] . Optical fibre-based sensors such as fibre Bragg gratings (FBG), intensiometric and polarimetric-type sensors and those based on interferometric principles (e.g., Fabry-Perot) have been shown to offer specific advantages in their niche area of applications.
Of the various types of optical fibre sensors, intensiometric sensors represents one of the earliest and perhaps the most direct and basic type of optical fibre sensor used for SHM purposes [1] . Here, the sensing principle is straightforward and relies on monitoring the intensity level of the optical signal as it modulates in response to the measured quantity. Although monitoring of the intensity level of optical signal 2 Journal of Sensors has often been cited to be a drawback as a result of possible power fluctuation in the signal level and influence of external environment unrelated to the measured parameter (e.g., micro and macro bending along the fibre length), standard referencing techniques may be used to counter this problem. With the availability of stable and inexpensive light sources and low bend-sensitivity fibres, the intensitybased approach offers excellent commercial prospect for large-scale applications from a cost-effectiveness point of view. In addition, the intensity-based technique is also suitable for frequency analysis in vibration measurements since precise and absolute measurement of the structural strain or displacement values are not required-given that the sensor has sufficient sensitivity to detect the oscillatory nature of the vibration signal.
Plastic optical fibres (POFs) with their large core sizes (diameters ranging typically from 0.25 mm to 1 mm are readily available) and high numerical apertures (0.47) lend themselves well to be used as intensity-based optical fibres sensors. Indeed, many of the POF sensors developed and demonstrated for a variety of SHM applications in recent times are based on intensity modulation using these multimode fibres [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The core of the fibre could be made from polymethymethacrylate (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC), polystyrene (PS) and more recently cyclic transparent optical polymer (CYTOP), which offers the lowest attenuation of 50 dB/km at 650 nm compared to 160 dB/km for PMMAbased POF. The cladding layer of the fibre is generally made of fluorinated polymers. At present, most POF sensors are step-index PMMA-based due to their wider availability and lower cost. Other variants of POFs including multicore fibres, double-step-index fibres, multi-step-index fibres and graded-index fibres have also been introduced to improve the bandwidth and to lower the bending sensitivities (by means of multiple smaller cores and optimising on the refractive index profile). Single-mode POFs are presently obtainable commercially (e.g., Paradigm Optics Inc.) although their availability is still limited worldwide. Bragg gratings, which are commonly applied to single-mode silica fibres using ultra violet laser light to create the interference pattern to induce periodic changes in refractive index of the core, have also been demonstrated on doped plastic optical fibres and undoped bulk PMMA in recent years [17] [18] [19] . More recently, micro-structured POF have been introduced and these have received significant attention as a promising class of fibre for new sensor applications [20, 21] , achieving unique optical properties via a pattern of holes down the full length of the fibre. Optical properties include enabling single-mode fibre to be made from a single matrix material with characteristics controlled by photonic bandgap effects. Unlike single mode POF, single-mode microstructured POF has a visible loss of around 1 dB/m and are single moded for wide (theoretically endless) range of wavelengths. Bragg gratings [22] and long period gratings [23] have been created within mPOF. Advantages include the possibility of optimising the sensitivities of the different loss features to a range of measurands by adjusting the hole geometry, and using asymmetric microstructures for directional bend sensitivity [24] .
In addition to being cheaper than their glass-counterpart, plastic fibres offer better fracture resistance and flexibility compared to bare glass fibres. They also offer ease of termination, safe disposability and ease of handling. It has been reported that plastic optical fibre has an elastic limit of 10% compared to 1% in silica and can withstand strains more than 30% without breakage [25] -this could be a significant benefit for structural health monitoring applications involving large strains greater than that measurable by glass-based fibre sensors. For monitoring internal parameters of a structure, for example, when it becomes desirable to embed sensors within concrete structures, POF sensors offer a possible solution since the extremely alkaline (pH 12) environment of the concrete mixture is known to be corrosive to standard glass fibres [26] . Also, the presence of moisture can weaken the glass core and accelerates crack growth in the fibre. For glass-based sensor, although a polymer coating may be applied in order to protect the glass fibre from the corrosive environment, this will incur additional cost. Finally, glass-based optical fibre sensors are fragile and in general not amenable to rough handling and are highly susceptible to fracture in harsh engineering environment. In view of the advantages associated with plastic optical fibres, intensive research is underway to assess their potential for smart structure and structural health monitoring applications.
Recent Development in POF Sensors for SHM
2.1. Intensity-Based POF Sensors for SHM. The ease of monitoring the light intensity level in these large core fibres (typically 1 mm step-index multi-mode type) naturally leads to their development as intensity-based sensors. The availability of in-expensive solid-state light emitters and detectors allows the POF sensors to be conveniently integrated to external set-ups such as control and data acquisition systems. Indeed, the simplicity in design associated with intensiometric measurements has resulted in the various applications of POF sensors not only for SHM but for a variety of other sensing applications [27] [28] [29] . POF sensors were demonstrated to have the capability to measure parameters such as strain, curvature, bending displacement as well as for detecting cracks within the structure subjected to either quasistatic or dynamic loading [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
In general two classes of intensity-based sensing have been reported and they are grouped based on whether the optical fibre is an intrinsic or extrinsic sensor. In an intrinsic sensor, modulation of the optical signal is a direct result of the physical change in the optical fibre in response to some measurands (e.g., signal change due to the micro-or macrobending of the fibre). On the other hand, in an extrinsic optical fibre, the signal modulation takes place outside the optical fibre (e.g., signal change due to the changing gap distance between two cleaved fibre surfaces).
Kuang et al. [3] investigated the use of a low-cost, intensity-based intrinsic POF sensor for monitoring the mechanical response of a number of plastic specimens. In their study, the plastic fibre used (ESKA CK40) was 
Figure 1: (a) Plot of the POF sensor response under cyclic flexural loading highlighting the stability and responsiveness of the sensor (after [3] ). (b) Plot showing the POF sensor signal during a series of tensile tests (after [3] ).
a 1 mm diameter multimode step-index type supplied by Mitsubishi Rayon Co. Ltd. By removing a segment of the POF's core and cladding layer over a pre-determined length, the aim was to promote light loss in this region due to reduction in the number of modes undergoing total internal reflection when the fibre was bent. The sensitised region (ranging from 70 mm for smaller specimens to 300 mm for larger ones) was noted to possess directional sensitivity and hence important to ensure the relative planar orientation of the segment of the POF sensor and the direction of loading. The study demonstrated that the POF sensor used exhibited high responsiveness to bending (strain-normalised optical loss coefficient of approximately 1.8 × 10 −5 /με) and could be configured to render it sensitive to in-plane axial loads by simply curving the sensing region of the POF in the appropriate orientation with respect to the direction in which the strain is to be measured. Figure 1 while Figure 1 (b) illustrates the repeatability of the sensor configured for tensile strain measurement. Although the tests stopped at bending and tension strains of 0.7% and 1.2% respectively, the ability of the POF to measure higher strain values was expected to be achievable. Strain values up to 15.8% have been reported in a single-mode POF by Kiesel et al. [30, 31] while other studies using standard POF have measured strains up to 45%, although it was noted that depending on strain rate and temperature, the fibre could endure more than 80% strain [32, 33] . The potential use of POF for SHM purposes was also investigated for the dynamic monitoring ability in fibre composites [9, 10] . The upper limit of the frequency tested was 30 Hz (limited by the motor used). Here a POF sensor, identical in terms of theoretical background and operating principle to Kuang et al. [3] , was attached to a cantilever-type composite beam to monitor the free vibration of undamaged and damaged specimens following low-velocity impacts. The sensitised POF sensors used was sufficiently sensitive to monitor the change in the damping ratio to characterize the reduction in postimpact flexural modulus and residual strengths of a composite beam with increasing level of impact damage. In the experiment, the POF sensor was able to detect a change in the damping ratio as small as 2.5%. In a later study [34] , the POF sensor was applied to a nickel-titanium fibre metal laminate to monitor the morphing response of the hybrid laminate and the POF signal was found to agree well with collocated electrical strain gauges. Following activation of the smart fibre metal laminate (FML) by air through a heat gun, the shape memory alloy (SMA) layers deformed according to the shape it was trained (i.e., curved) and the POF sensor was found to faithfully monitor the flexural response of the smart composite. Figure 2 shows the response of the POF compared to the strain gauge reading.
Further work on the use of an extrinsic POF sensor to monitor the deflection of a smart composite was done by Kuang et al. [35] . The operating principle was straightforward-the sensor relied on the monitoring of the optical power transmitted through an air-gap between two cleaved optical fibre surfaces. The two fibres were aligned within a housing in which the fibres could slide smoothly.
The gap between the cleaved surfaces changes in proportion to the applied strain resulting in the increase or decrease of the transmitted power. A standard red LED (650 nm) and photodiode were used to illuminate and monitor the optical power during the test. Here, thin-film heating technology was introduced to assess their potential for their integration into the smart FML for SMA activation. To provide the sensor feedback signal, the POF sensor was attached to the smart composite allowing the deflection or morphing response of the specimen to be accurately controlled. The POF sensor used here was modified based on a design described in an earlier work [15] . The desired amount of deflection of the beam was pre-set using a controller and the POF sensor reading was used as a feedback signal to achieve the desired deflection. The deflection of the beam specimen was monitored continuously via a data acquisition set-up which logged the POF sensor output simultaneously. Figure 3 shows the data of the POF sensor readings at three different FML beam deflections (A) to (C). The result shows that the FML beam could be controlled accurately to within 3% of the desired deflection using the POF feedback data with very little overshoot. Another variation of the intensity-based POF sensor for monitoring structural displacement was proposed by Babchenko et al. [4] based on the bending of a multi-looped POF that has sensitised multistructural imperfections on the outer side of its core. The structural imperfections were created on the outer side of the fibre's core by abrading the fibre surface. The imperfections were created in the form of small scratches perpendicular to the curve plane similar in concept to earlier studies [3, 7, 10] . The increased loss of light at the sensitised region due microbending was then related to the amount of displacement. The study used a simple mechanical set-up where the fibre sensor was located between a top and bottom plate connected to a micrometer allowing the amount of bending of the fibre to be controlled. The authors argued that by adding more loops to the fibres and additional imperfections on the apex of the curve section of the POF, an inexpensive POF sensor could be created to monitor a variety of physical measurands, including strain, stress, vibration and pressure although the authors have not conducted any specific studies to show the actual performance of the proposed sensor to monitor the various loading conditions listed.
POF sensors have been applied to concrete structures in the field of civil engineering in view of their ruggedness and ease of handling compared to glass-based fibre sensors. Kuang et al. [11] , conducted a series of flexural tests on scaled-specimens where POF sensors were attached to the bottom surface of the beam and showed that the sensors used were of sufficient sensitivity to detect the presence of hair-line cracks as illustrated in Figure 4 . A crack width of approximately 0.04 mm was successfully detected using the POF sensor. In order to improve the sensitivity of the POF to beam deflection and crack initiation, a segment of the POF cross sectional profile was removed over a predetermined length (7 cm for a series of scale-model specimens and 30 cm for full-scale specimens) by abrading the surface of the POF using a razor blade. In principle, the sensitisation process increases the loss in mode propagation when the fibre is bent. Exposing the fibre core by removing the cladding layer to create an evanescent field sensor is a well known technique commonly exploited for sensing purposes. Following tests on the scaled-specimen, the authors demonstrated the use of POF sensors to monitor the response of three-meter-long concrete beams subjected to a quasistatic lateral load in a three-point bend set-up. In their study, multimode stepindex plastic optical fibres were successfully applied to detect initial cracks in the beam and subsequently to monitor postcrack vertical deflection and finally to detect failure cracks in concrete beam. Figure 5 shows the plot summarising the results of the tests carried out for crack detection in concrete specimens.
In another study related to structural health monitoring of concrete beams, a liquid-filled extrinsic POF sensor design was employed to monitor the central deflection of a concrete specimen in a three-point bend configuration [14] . Here, four extrinsic POF sensors were used-each with a different liquid opacity injected into the housing cavity shown schematically in Figure 6 (a). The principle of operation is the same as that described earlier where the transmitted optical power across a gap between two cleaved POF surfaces was monitored and related to the applied load or strain. Instead of an air-gap, the addition of an opaque liquid medium in the cavity of the housing increases the strain sensitivity of the POF sensor (up to approximately 25 times) as shown in Figure 6 application. As shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the collocated electrical strain gauge was damaged at the first crack of the beam and was rendered useless limiting its usefulness for structural health monitoring purposes where surface cracks are frequently encountered. The POF sensors, however, did not appear to be significantly affected by the crack and were able to continue monitoring the loading process even after severe crack damage (crack width of approximately 2 mm and a corresponding POF strain of 4.7%) has taken place in there steel reinforced beam specimen. Since the POF sensor was attached to the beam at the two points (which define its gauge length), the propagation of crack across the sensor has insignificant detrimental effect on its measurement capability. In view of the potential of the POF sensor for vibration detection, it has also been used in another study on system identification for SHM in a composite beam using genetic algorithm as the parametric search method. An analysis using fast-Fourier transform of the acquired POF vibration signal compared well with a collocated piezofilm sensor and the result showed that the sensor was capable of detecting the shift in the various modal frequencies associated with [14] ). different system characteristics or damage level [12] [13] [14] . The highest frequency detectable in the study was in excess of 1 kHz [12] highlighting the potential of the system for vibration-based structural health monitoring.
In addition to concrete structures, POF sensors have been applied to monitor large strains (defined as greater than 10%) developed in geotextile materials. Kuang et al. [36] reported that the intensity-based sensor used in their work could be customised to monitor strains as high as 40% or more. Based on a previous design [15] , the cavity of the housing for this large strain sensor has been readapted and is shown schematically in Figure 8 . The basic operating principle of the POF sensor used here relies on measuring the displacement of two cleaved fibre surfaces housed within the tube. Since the two ends of the POF were free to move under an applied axial load, the sensor strain measuring capability was not limited to the yield strain or elastic limit of the POF itself. The authors reported that the signal output of the sensor was directly related the separation of the two end faces and the sensor was initially calibrated with a linear variable displacement transducer before being attached to the geotextile host for strain measurement. POFs are available with protective polyethylene jackets and have a good resistance to damage under marine conditions and therefore are suitable candidates for a marine environment. Being inexpensive to produce and interrogate, it was proposed that the POF sensors were more cost-effective than other opticalbased sensors such as fibre Bragg grating (FBG) sensorsfor comparison, a POF sensor cost less than US$1 while an acrylate-recoated FBG sensor would cost typically US$100. More significantly, an FBG interrogator could range from US$15,000 to US$40,000 while in contrast, it is possible to fabricate an intensity-based system for under US$200 using off-the-shelf parts highlighting the economic attractiveness of the proposed system. POF has also been embedded in composite materials to monitor damage development. Takeda et al. [5, 6] embedded in both unidirectional and cross-ply composite lay-up. The sensors were subjected to the same curing cycle as the composites and the authors successfully demonstrated the possibility of embedding POFs into the fibre composites. This approach relies on changes in the optical power-strain relationship to infer damage. It was reported that when the unidirectional specimen was loaded in the axial direction, the optical power decreases linearly with strain while no damage was observed. In contrast, as a result of the transverse crack in the cross-ply laminate specimen, a non-linear optical response was noted following the initiation of cracks in the specimen. Takeda et al. contended that this observation supported their predicted response and hypothesised that the non-linearity observed in the optical response was an indication of local deformation of POF resulting from the damage in the host and hence demonstrated the viability of the technique for detection of transverse damage in composite materials. Wong et al. [28] embedded a chemically-tapered POF in a carbon fibre composite to examine the potential for strain measurement. In the study, a POF with taper length of approximately 10 mm was used. Tapering a fibre forms a more sensitive evanescent field sensor because, as the fibre diameter decreases further with strain, the evanescent field penetrates further into the cladding rendering it sensitive to the applied strain. A series of tensile tests was conducted on a composite test beam with an embedded tapered POF sensor. The POF was embedded at the mid-plane of a four-ply woven carbon-fibre epoxy prepreg (Stesapreg EP121-C15-53). The composite lay-up was inserted in a picture frame mould and was processed at 75
• C under 3 bar for 8 hours to allow curing of the epoxy matrix. The test specimen was subsequently examined and the POF sensor was found to be capable of withstanding the processing conditions. The authors showed that the embedded POF was capable of monitoring up to 1.4% strain with good repeatability.
Embedding of POF sensors in composite materials requires careful selection of the type of POF material since the processing temperatures vary according to the material system of the composites used. Although certain classes of POF such as polycarbonate and CYTOP are able to sustain higher processing temperatures compared to PMMA POFs without suffering significant optical and structural degradation, the range of composites which could be embedded with POF sensors is clearly limited to the maximum operating temperatures of the chosen POF.
Based on the literature reviewed, it is reasonable to conclude that intensity-based POF sensors offer a simple, Journal of Sensors 7 in-expensive yet effective approach in monitoring specific aspect in structural health monitoring, in particular where high-resolution and precise measurements are not key requirements in the application. The concern over the fluctuation of optical intensity due to macrobending along the fibre or other perturbation not related to the measured quantity could be overcome with careful placement of the fibre (if possible) and referencing techniques and hence would not pose a significant barrier to its deployment. It has also been shown in the above review that, the apparent simplicity in sensor design, signal interrogation and acquisition, intensity-based monitoring approach using standard LEDs, photodetectors and low-cost data acquisition units allows users to implement a working system readily without the need for expensive equipment. The ease of handling large core intensity-based POF sensors outside the laboratory environment adds to its attractiveness for health monitoring of engineering structures. The review also provided examples of the use of intensity-based POF sensors for measurement of strain values less than a few hundred microstrains to that exceeding 40%. The sensors were also demonstrated as surface bonded or embedded in structures. These reports highlight the versatility of the intensity-based POF sensors for measurement commonly performed in engineering applications and would indeed be the preferred technique in certain cases of SHM applications following careful consideration of its limitations and benefits.
OTDR-Based POF Sensors for SHM.
Distributed strain sensing using a single fibre enables monitoring over a long section of structure and is highly desirable in structural health monitoring. Optical time-domain reflectrometry (OTDR) is a well known technique in telecommunication for fault analysis and has recently been applied to multi-mode standard POF for strain sensing applications. Despite large fibre core size and hence significant modal dispersion, some success was demonstrated for SHM applications. OTDR sensing exploits the monitoring of the backscatter light in an optical fibre following the launched of a short optical pulse at one end of the fibre. The backscatter signal is recorded as a function of time and then converted to distance measurement. Perturbations, such as strain or defects along the length of the fibre will result in either a peak reflection or loss in the backscatter signal at the location of the perturbation.
Husdi et al. and Nakamura et al. [37, 38] tested two types of PMMA-based multi-mode step-index fibres Eska Premier GH-4001-P and Super Eska SK-40 for the effect of mechanical deformation and temperature on the transmission and reflection properties of these fibres. A commercial photon counting OTDR system (with a position scale resolution of 10 mm) for measuring the very weak backscattering light was used to interrogate the POF sensor. The study showed some interesting effects on the OTDR signal including the response due to (i) a flaw along a fibre (along a 300 m long fibre), (ii) a small bend (bending diameters ranging from 8 mm to 52 mm of a 300 m long fibre), (iii) transverse clamping (clamped over a 50 mm section at a distance 30 m from the input end), (iv) torsional strain (a section of 10 mm was twisted at a distance of 40 m from the input end along a 200 m long cable), (v) axial strain (over a section of 10 cm) and (vi) temperature (a 10 m section at a 300 m long cable was immersed in water of various temperatures). Based on the results, the authors suggested the possibility of discriminating the different types of external perturbation by the specific change in the shapes of the backscattered traces and further detailed investigation will be necessary to correlate the various POF responses to the applied perturbations. The authors argued that if low-cost instrumentation could be developed, the POF-OTDR system will be a competitive candidate for short range distributed SHM.
Fukumoto et al. [39] extended the work on POF-OTDR by conducting a feasibility test of the distributed strain sensor for detecting deformation in wooden structures. In their work, the authors were able to detect the direction and magnitude of deformations at four corners of a rectangular wooden frame. The "memory effect" of the POF was also studied and it was reported that when strain is applied to the POF cable, it could be memorised through the plastic deformation of the core material of the POF, and could be read out using the OTDR even after the strain was removed. The spatial resolution of their set-up was reported to be 5 m for the conventional step-index PMMA POF used (Eska Premier GH-400l-P).
The application of POF using OTDR technology has also been reported elsewhere by Krebber and workers [32, 33, 40] . In their studies, standard SI PMMA POF was integrated into geotextile materials and was shown to be capable of measuring up to 45% strain. Here, it was observed that the level of the backscattered light increases in a non-linear manner with strain up to 16% at locations where strain was applied to the POF. The results concur with that reported by Husdi et al. [37, 38] . Due to the high loss experienced in standard SI PMMA POF (150 dB/km), perfluorinated graded-index (GI) POFs (loss of 30 dB/km) were also studied for distributed strain sensing. It was observed that the length of fibre monitored extended from 100 m for standard PMMA POF to 500 m in these GI-POFs due to the lower modal dispersion in these graded-index fibres [32, 41] . For the GIPOFs studied, it was highlighted that the GI-POF tested exhibit a rather nonlinear backscatter increase up to about 3% strain, above which no further backscatter increase was observed.
In addition to strain monitoring in geotextile materials, the POF was also used for detection of crack opening in masonry structures up to 20 mm in steps of 2 mm [32] . Two displacement transducers were used as reference sensors which monitored the width of the crack opening continuously. The results showed that the OTDR backscatter signal increased in respond to widening crack width (up to 25 mm) highlighting the feasibility of using POF OTDR sensor to detect cracks in masonry ad concrete structures. The POF sensor was integrated into a geotextile and then surfaced attached to a concrete beam specimen with a small pre-crack. The backscatter signal for two textile specimens was found to increase in a reasonably linear manner (approximately 0.05 dB/mm crack width) although the authors highlighted that further tests will need to be conducted to obtain reproducibility in the results.
Although the technique above is excellent for monitoring long, large sections of structures/materials, it is primarily suited for quasistatic measurements since data acquisition and processing time of a few seconds to a few minutes are required particularly if high resolution measurement of extended POF length is important to the user. The use of OTDR technique for measurement of strain would only be meaningful if the strain levels are of the order of 1% and above and a gauge length of tens of centimetre to 1 m. This would be suitable for very large structures with large strains such as the deployment of the POF-OTDR sensor in geotextiles materials as outlined in the review above but may encounter problems if applied to structures with smaller dimension. In addition, the POF OTDR equipment may be prohibitively costly in most situations and hence limited to special niche areas in which their distributed strain monitoring capability is exploited and where their initial investment could be justified.
Interferometric-Based POF Sensors.
Recent progress in the fabrication of single-mode POFs has made possible the use of these fibres for large-strain applications based on interferometric sensing techniques. Here, the principle of operation involves the monitoring of the phase-shift of the propagated light in the test fibre under an applied strain relative to an unstrained reference fibre. The phase-shift is monitored using an interferometric set-up which allows measurement for a limited range of strain values, although it was also reported that using an alternative approach to measuring the phase-shift based on the absolute position time-of-flight telemeter technique has been reported to be useful for strain measurement up to 15.8% strain in a single-mode PMMA fibre [30] . The high precision and immunity to fluctuation due to light source and bends in the fibre are advantages associated with interferometricbased techniques and since single-mode fibres are smaller in diameters compared to their multi-mode counterparts, they are less intrusive in cases where their embedment could lead to discontinuity in the geometrical build-up, for example, as embedded sensors in composite laminates. On the other hand, however, care and skill are required to successfully cleave and couple these single-mode fibres together, particularly in field environment, to ensure minimal coupling losses in addition to the inherent light loss due to the fibre material itself (typically 150 dB/m at 1500 nm).
An initial study by Silva-Lopez et al. [42] reported the sensitivity of dye doped single-mode PMMA fibres to strain and temperature using a Mach-Zehnder interferometric setup. The study involved the loading of the fibre on a translation stage where the authors reported the phase sensitivity (1.31 × 10 7 rad/m) of the fibre for strain range of 0-0.04%. Kiesel et al. [30] has conducted further experiments using single-mode POF where the fibres were tested for their strain response to failure in order to determine the calibration coefficients at strain rates from 0.01/min to 3.05/min. The typical failure strains of the POF specimens used was 30%. They reported an upper limit of fringe visibility at 15.8% nominal strain in the fibres used indicating the maximum strain possible for the POF tested using the set-up in their study. The calibrated linear and nonlinear coefficients were found to be 1.37×10 7 rad/m and 3.1×10 6 rad/m, respectively. Strain measurement based on the fibre stretching of 1 mm diameter multi-mode PMMA POF was demonstrated recently by Poisel [43] . The author monitored the phase shift of a sinusoidal signal in the fibre under various tensile loads (corresponding to increasing extension of the POF from 0 to 500 μm in steps of 50 μm). The interrogation set-up relies on detecting the difference in transit times through the polymer optical fibre (POF) using an electronic phase-shift detector. A resolution of 10 μm extension was reported to be possible under a tensile set-up. The simple system was also shown to be sensitive to bending loads and capable of measuring dynamic loading up to 5 Hz.
These studies have demonstrated the potential of interrogating a section of stretched fibre for strain monitoring. However, there is still limited work to demonstrate the higher dynamic strain measurement capability of the technique (which could be applied for SHM applications). In addition, interferometric sensing in general requires a stable platform due to their susceptibility to vibration-induced noise and hence further work will be required before this approach to POF strain sensing can be applied in real structures.
Other POF-Based Sensors for SHM Applications.
Fibre Bragg grating (FBG) sensors are well known for their capability for strain measurement and the gratings are typically inscribed in silica optical fibres, the fundamentals of which are well documented elsewhere [47, 48] . Briefly, it involves monitoring the shift in the peak or resonance wavelength of either the reflected or transmitted spectrum resulting from an applied strain on the fibre. The possibility of absolute strain measurement and multiplexing capability of grating-based optical fibre sensors has received considerable attention for application in structural health monitoring. For SHM applications, FBG has featured extensively in many published articles for monitoring a variety of physical parameters [1, 2] . Monitoring of strain in this class of fibre sensors relies on detecting the shift in the central wavelength of the reflection spectrum as a response to applied strain.
The ability to induce a periodic refractive-index change in polymer-based optical fibres is a recent development and this has opened up further SHM applications using gratingbased sensors since the availability of POF-based FBG sensors offers ease of handling, higher strain sensitivity (1.48 pm/με compared to 1.15 pm/με for silica-based FBGs at wavelength of 1523 nm) and higher strain limit (up to 3.61% strain compared to 0.5-0.6% strain for silica-based FBGs) [17-19, 45, 46] . Although more work and attention are required to further improve and understand the grating writing process in polymer fibres, their potential for SHM is evident. The possibility of using a POF-based FBG sensor for strain and temperature measurement have been reported and shown to allow strain monitoring up to seven times the measurement Journal of Sensors 9 limit of its silica counterpart [45, 46] . The sensor used exhibited good reproducibility and reversibility over the large strain sensing range. In their studies, the authors showed that the polymer FBG sensor was able to sustain up to 3% strain before yielding and by using a combination of polymer and silica FBG, it was possible to discriminate between the effect of temperature and strain on the sensor read-out [46] . Using a matrix inversion technique and solving for change in temperature, ΔT = f {Δλ POF-FBG } and change in strain, Δε = f {Δλ Silica-FBG } which are formulated using the strain and temperature sensitivities of the POF-FBG and the silica-FBG, respectively, the technique allows the applied strain and temperature to be determined simultaneously.
As a response to the lack of commercial availability of suitable single-mode POF, Krebber et al. [44] demonstrated the use of a tapered multimode standard POF and nontapered GI-POF for creating grating-based sensors. The authors successfully generated the gratings in the tapered POF (from original 0.75 mm fibre to 0.2 mm) and nontapered GI-POF specimens which showed strong reflection spectrum at specific locations along the POF using an OTDR technique and reported that it was possible to measure the integral strain along the fibre and to resolve the local strain at various locations.
Writing long period gratings (LPGs) in POFs has been reported recently [19] although there appears to be little published work in the literature on their application for strain sensing. Li et al. reported success of inducing gratings in a highly photosensitive POF core using traditional photoetching technology together with a low-cost high pressure mercury lamp as the light source but no mechanical test was carried to assess the mechanical response of the sensor produced. The transmission spectrum of the written LPG demonstrated a loss of 3 dB at a peak wavelength of 1568 nm; despite PMMA having peak transmission in the visible spectrum, presumably to interface with optical telecommunications spectrometers and lightsources using with glass optical fibres. For Bragg gratings in the visible spectrum, the required periodicity of refractive index gratings is 183 to 216 nm; for long period gratings, the periodicity is 100 to 500 μm so it can be easily created by direct laser writing. One reason for the lack of published work is due to short supply of good quality commercially available singlemode POF with low loss and doped for photosensitivity, another is the lack of availability of single mode POF connectors since the fibre is produced in non standard diameters.
One of the most recent developments in polymer fibre research which has attracted significant attention is the microstructured POF (mPOF). This type of POF is easy to manufacture with consistent quality, but is not commercially available at present, although it may be available for research groups who are keen to find applications for their mPOFs. Interestingly LPGs have also been fabricated on mPOFs and tested for their mechanical response [49] . mPOF is ideal for FBG and LPG as it is easy to handle, since the mPOF has a large diameter and yet is endlessly singlemoded along its length with low loss compared with single mode POF. In mPOF, the microscopic air channels that run along the length of the fibre defines the light guiding mechanism in contrast to the variations in the refractive index of the fibre material in conventional POF [21] . Two of the main advantages of using LPGs in mPOFs over standard PMMA fibres include the possibility of tuning the sensitivities of the loss features corresponding to the different measurands of interest by altering the hole geometry in mPOFs [21] and the possibility of introducing directional bend sensitivity [24] . LPG has been introduced in mPOFs by mechanical imprinting using a 15 cm long template (with period of 1 mm) placed upon a heated fibre and in their study, Large et al. [25] studied the viscoelastic properties of the mPOF and reported that shift in spectral features for strains up to 8% was possible although above 2% strain a non-linear response was reported to be evident. Below 2% strain, the change in peak wavelength to strain could be computed to be approximately 1.2 pm/με. The study also showed a nonreversible deformation response due to strain-related creep following a 10 hour constant strain at 3% strain. In addition, the authors also reported a wavelength shift of up to 4 nm due to material relaxation at strains of 6%. In cases where intermittent straining was applied on the mPOF LPG sensor for up to 2% strain, the authors argued that the viscoelastic effects (time, strain rate, and strain magnitude) were small although time-dependent effects such as relaxation during constant strain and strain recovery could become significant. In SHM applications where these limitations are properly understood and deemed acceptable, mPOF LPG sensors may be successfully applied.
Conventionally, fibre Bragg gratings and long-period gratings sensors are interrogated using an optical spectrum analyser to detect the shift in wavelength of the reflected spectrum corresponding to the applied strain and/or temperature. However, the associated interrogation equipment is generally costly, involving the use of optical spectrum analysers and narrow band light sources such as laser diode. In an effort to circumvent the cost barrier to the wider adoption of grating-based sensors, Hwang et al. [49] recently demonstrated an interesting intensity-based set-up which utilizes two long-period fibre gratings and a core mode blocker between the two gratings. Although the fibers used were not polymer-based, this work is highlighted in view of the potential of the technique to be applied for interrogation of POF-based grating sensors. In principle, the core mode blocker acts as a band-pass filter to block the uncoupled light while the light that satisfy the phase-matching condition of the first LPG will be coupled to the cladding mode. The light in the cladding layer would then be effectively coupled back into the core by the second LPG. Strain is then applied on one of the LPGs. The relative change in the resonance wavelengths (change in the degree of spectrum overlap) due to the strain applied on one of the LPGs will result in either increase or decrease in the transmitted optical power. The power is monitored and then calibrated against the applied strain. In their work, the authors were able to show that the intensity transmitted through the fibre increases linearly with strain although the strain sensitivity (1.0 × 10 −4 dB/με) was noted to be three time less than conventional single long-period grating fibre sensor [50] . The authors also noted small fluctuation in the transmitted High >US$100 Long period grating on mPOF integrated to geotextile; length of sensor extended using silica fibres.
power resulting from the unstable LED source though it was unclear whether the observed fluctuation affected the accuracy of the measurements significantly. Despite the lower sensitivity of the system (thought to be due to the broader bandwidth of the LPG relative to a laser diode), small fluctuation in transmitted power, the authors argued that the cost-effectiveness of the proposed sensor system would see its application for interrogation of grating-based sensors. With the possibility of introducing gratings in POFs as outlined by the reports above, it would be interesting to see further developments and field applications in intensity-based POF grating sensors for SHM applications using the technique proposed.
Summary and Conclusions
An overview of a selection of articles on the recent progress of the applications of plastic-based optical fibre sensors has been given. A tabulated summary highlighting the major works and a brief comparison of the types of sensors reviewed is shown in Table 1 . The overview began with a brief introduction of the technology and sensing techniques used in POF sensors highlighting the various strengths and limitations associated with the different sensing schemes adopted. In view of the ease of handling, low cost and large strain capability of POF, significant interest in their use for structural health monitoring, specifically for measurement of strain, curvature, load, displacement, vibration and crack detection have been demonstrated by various workers. A number of different approaches in sensing interrogation such as intensity-based, interferometric-based, time-of-flight (OTDR-based) and gratings (wavelength-based) have been shown to be feasible for monitoring engineering materials such as concrete, masonry, fibre composites, geotextiles, metals, wood and plastics. There remains much work to be done to fully characterize the POF response to the various physical measurands encountered in SHM applications particularly with the recent development of new POF materials, types and interrogation techniques.
